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Let us introduce:
The lettuce moss ball
The lettuce moss ball is the first Dip & Grow product in a range of more exciting innovative products. It is a unique
product that is aimed at all consumers, not just keen gardeners, as the Dip & Grow ball only needs to be soaked in
water with no additional input from the consumer. It is also very topical, as the ball is totally organic and therefore
the consumer will be able to harvest pesticide free, very flavorsome lettuce.
The lettuce moss ball is the easiest ever way to grow your own fresh, nutritious, organic crisp and crunchy baby leaves. This
unique mixture will be ready for harvesting from as little as 39 days and has been selected to touch every taste and texture
sensation; bitter, sweet, tangy & crunchy. We’ve added the WaterWick Inside which is an automatic plant watering system. Just
fill the reservoir with water and the lettuce moss ball draws water through the WaterWick ClickStick.
The lettuce moss ball is packed full of nutrients, making the tasty salad ever perfect, complimented with a little olive oil and
lemon juice.

Main benefits:
a
Perfect for growing a continuous supply of fresh, organic, crisp and crunchy baby leaves
a
It can be grown on any balcony, patio or sunny windowsill
a
Easy gardening for everyone, just dip and grow
a
Including the WaterWick ClickStick

Discover how it works
Dip the ball, until fully submerged into tepid water for 5 minutes. Leave to drain and place on a reservoir. Place in a warm
sunny spot and germination will take 7 to 10 days.
If grown indoors and to ensure the lettuce grows evenly, it is important to turn the ball a quarter daily.
For maximum colour the ball needs as much light as possible and cool growing conditions. Three weeks after germination,
the ball is perfectly okay to be grown outdoors from May until November. At other times of the year grow on a cool well lit
and sunny windowsill.
Water when the moss feels dry, lift the ball and fill the reservoir.
Harvest two thirds of the leaves when they reach 4 inches or more in height or pick the individual leaves from the base of
the plant. Harvest the leaves for over 3 months.

